KANSAS CITY (HEY HEY HEY HEY) - The Beatles Version

INTRO RIFF:

Kansas City Song: 12 Bar Blues Form (strum a shuffle beat w boogie notes)

G           C7          G
Ah, Kansas City - gonna get my baby back home...yeah, yeah
C7
I'm gonna Kansas city - gonna get my baby back home...yeah, yeah
D7          C7          G
Well, it's a long, long, time since... my baby's been gone

G           C7          G
Ah, Kansas City - gonna to get my baby on time...yeah, yeah
C7
I'm gonna Kansas City - gonna get my baby on time...yeah, yeah
D7          C7          G
It's just a one, two, three, four - five, six, seven, eight, nine, waaaaah!!